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1.0

PURPOSE

The Department of Justice (Department/DOJ) recognizes the importance of transparency
and accountability in its law enforcement operations. While the Department's law
enforcement components do not regularly conduct public patrols and do not routinely
engage with the public in response to emergency calls, there are nevertheless
circumstances where the use of force may occur during pre-planned law enforcement
operations. The Department is committed to the use of body-worn cameras (BWCs) by
DOJ law enforcement agents in such circumstances.
On June 7, 2021, Deputy Attorney General (DAG) Lisa Monaco directed the
Department's law enforcement components including the Drug Enforcement
Administration (DEA) to issue BWC policies that require agents to wear and activate
BWC recording equipment for purposes of recording their actions during: (1) a preplanned attempt to serve an arrest warrant or other pre-planned arrest, including the
apprehension of fugitives sought on state and local warrants; or (2) the execution of a
search or seizure warrant or order. Further, the DAG directed that "[e]ach law
enforcement component shall develop its policy and a phased implementation plan for
compliance with the above directive[,] including procedures governing the use of BWCs
by all members of Department-sponsored task forces." See Appendix A, Memorandum
from Deputy Attorney General Lisa Monaco, Body-Worn Camera Policy, June 7, 2021.
DEA has issued this interim policy to meet this mandate and to govern use of DEAissued BWCs by DEA Special Agents (SA) and Task Force Officers (TFO), and use of
parent-agency-issued BWCs by TF0s, during a phased implementation of a nationwide
DEA BWC program. During Phase 1 DEA will deploy BWCs to designated SAs and
TFOs assigned to the Washington Division Office, San Diego Division Office, Cincinnati
District Office, and San Antonio District Office. Other offices may be selected for BWC
use during Phase 1 as needed. The San Diego Division Special Response Team (SRT)
will participate in the Phase 1 BWC program to test and evaluate BWC equipment and
use in SRT operations to prepare for nationwide use of BWC by DEA's SRTs. DEA will
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develop and implement a plan for nationwide deployment of BWCs to SAs and TFOs
following Phase 1.
This interim policy also governs use of parent-agency-issued BWCs by TFOs.
Finally, this policy governs use of BWCs by non-deputized state and local officers
assisting DEA.
Questions regarding DEA's BWC policies can be directed to:
DEABWCPOLICY@dea.gov.
2.0

EFFECTIVE DATE
This interim policy becomes effective on October 5, 2021.

3.0

AUDIENCE/SCOPE
This interim policy applies to DEA SAs, TFOs, and other DEA personnel whose duties
involve BWC use and recordings.

4.0

DEFINITIONS

Term
Activation or Activate

Definition
Putting the BWC in Recording (Event) mode.

Body-Worn Camera (BWC)

Overt mobile audio- and video-capture device issued to
an SA or TFO to be worn by the SA or TFO in
accordance with this interim policy. DEA utilizes Axon
BWCs.

Buffering or Pre-Event Buffering

The duration of time the BWC preserves video
recordings while in the "Ready" mode prior to
activation of the BWC in the Recording mode.
DEA has configured BWCs to preserve recorded
video only (no audio) for 60 seconds prior to
activating the BWC to Recording (Event) mode.

BWC Evidence

BWC recordings of operational, enforcement, or
investigative activities.

BWC Recordings

For purposes of this interim policy, refers to audio
and video recordings, and associated metadata
from BWCs used by SAs and TFOs.
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Term
BWC System

Definition
The BWC, and all associated equipment,
networks, and digital evidence management
software, including storage of recordings in an
Axon cloud server.

BWC System Administrator

A DEA employee who has been granted full
access and data management rights within the
BWC data storage system.

Case-Specific Deputization

Short-term Title 21 deputizations granted to
state/local officers for investigations that are finite
in scope or that involve activities related to a
specific case. See Agents Manual (AM), §
6331.62.

Critical Incident

A shooting incident, physical assault, or any other
reportable incident which involves serious bodily
injury or death; or that otherwise can result in the
filing of criminal charges against any person,
and/or have significant potential to result in civil
liability, adverse publicity, or political reaction.
AM § 6114.2(F).

Deadly Force

Physical force, which under the circumstances in
which it is used, is readily capable of causing
death or serious bodily injury. AM § 6114.2(G).

DEA Personnel

DEA employees, deputized TF0s, and contractor
employees.
"A 'duplicate' means a counterpart produced by a
mechanical, photographic, chemical, electronic, or other
equivalent process or technique that accurately produces
the original." Fed. R. Evid. 1001(e).
Deputization in emergency situations in which state/local
officers must be immediately deputized due to the fluid
nature of an ongoing investigation. Emergency
deputizations can be provided on a case-by-case basis, but
only in rare circumstances. See AM, § 6331.65.
Axon's secure website platform used by DEA to
store and manage BWC recordings.

Duplicate

Emergency Deputization

Evidence.com
Metadata

Parent Agency
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System that provides context or additional
information about BWC recordings.
The state, local, tribal, or territorial law
enforcement agency employing a deputized TFO.
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Term
Physical Assault

Ready (Buffering) Mode
Recording (Event) Mode

Definition
The striking, beating, or wounding of DEA personnel
(on- or off-duty), confidential sources; or other Law
Enforcement Officer (LEO) working in a joint
investigation and/or law enforcement operation with
DEA. AM § 6114.2(L).
Turning the BWC on and starting pre-event
buffering.
Event recording mode on BWC. While in this mode,
the BWC will record both audio and video.

Redaction

The process of obscuring images, audio portions,
and/or metadata, of a BWC recording for legal,
security, or privacy purposes prior to its release or
dissemination.

Removable Media

Portable electronic storage devices, which can be
inserted into and removed from a computing device, and
used to store text, video, audio, and image information.
Examples include, but are not limited to, hard disks,
floppy disks, zip drives, CDs, DVDs, thumb drives, pen
drives, and USB storage devices.
See AM § 6114.2(M).

Reportable Incident
Secured

Serious Bodily Injury
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For purposes of this interim policy, the term,
"secured" in reference to the scene of a (1) a preplanned attempt to serve an arrest warrant or other
pre-planned arrest, including the apprehension of
fugitives sought on state and local warrants; or (2)
the execution of a search or seizure warrant or
order, means that the scene is safe and under law
enforcement control as determined by the
Supervisory Special Agent/Task Force Officer
(SSA/TFO) on the scene.
Bodily injury that involves a substantial risk of death,
unconsciousness, extreme physical pain, protracted
and obvious disfigurement, or protracted loss or
impairment of the function of a bodily member, organ,
or mental faculty. See 18 U.S.C. § 2246(4). NOTE:
The term "serious bodily injury" is synonymous with
the term "serious physical injury." AM § 6114.2(N).
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Term
Shooting Incident

State/Local

Supervisory Special
Agent/Task Force Officer
Tag

Task Force Officer or
Deputized Task Force Officer

ITO BWC Recordings

5.0

Definition
Any discharge of a firearm by DEA personnel whether
on- or off-duty, including a TFO acting on behalf of
DEA or his/her parent agency; or another LEO (federal,
state/local, whether deputized or non-deputized) working
on a joint investigation and/or law enforcement
operation with DEA, regardless of which agency is the
lead agency of the operation. NOTE: A shooting
incident does not include the intentional discharge of a
firearm during a training or recreational situation that
does not result in personal injury or property damage.
AM § 6114.2(P).
When referring to other law enforcement agencies
includes state, local, tribal, or territorial law
enforcement agencies.
A DEA Supervisory Special Agent or an authorized
state/local LEO assigned to supervise a task force or a
sub-unit of a task force. AM § 6331.32(D).
The process used to label an individual BWC recording
with identifying data such as date, time, location, case
number, Primary and Secondary Category, or other
data, in order to identify and retrieve it from DEA's
BWC system.
A state/local LEO granted certain federal law
enforcement powers under DEA supervision pursuant to
21 U.S.C. § 878 and 28 C.F.R. Subpart R, Section
0.100. See AM § 6331, DEA State and Local Task
Force Program; Guidelines for Establishing State and
Local Task Forces.
BWC recordings from BWCs made while working
under federal authority on behalf of DEA.

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE DRUG ENFORCEMENT ADMINISTRATION
BODY-WORN CAMERA PROGRAM
5.1.

The Deputy Chief of Operations, Office of Operations Management (OM) is
responsible for implementation and oversight of DEA 's BWC program. OM in
conjunction with the Office of Investigative Technology (ST) will develop a
phased implementation plan for nationwide use of BWCs by DEA SAs and TFOs.
A. OM will develop evaluation metrics in consultation with all DEA offices
involved in the BWC program, and conduct an evaluation of this interim
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policy and the BWC program at the conclusion of Phase 1 in accordance with
DEA's evaluation plan.

6.0

7.0

5.2.

The Office of Investigative Technology (ST) is responsible for coordination of the
technical aspects of the BWC program and will serve as DEA's primary point-ofcontact with Axon. ST will conduct or arrange for training of DEA personnel as
needed in the use and operation of BWCs, use of the Axon cloud storage and
software, and redaction software.

5.3.

The Office of Chief Counsel (CC) will provide legal support for the BWC
program and legal training for DEA personnel whose duties involve BWCs.

5.4.

The Office of Compliance (ADC) in conjunction with OM, ST, and CC will
facilitate development and issuance of policies, procedures, and other written
directives as necessary for the BWC program. ADC will assist as needed in
developing and providing training to DEA personnel in this interim policy and
other applicable policies and procedures.

AUTHORIZATION FOR USE OF DEA-ISSUED BODY-WORN CAMERAS BY
SPECIAL AGENTS AND TASK FORCE OFFICERS
6.1.

DEA will issue BWCs to SAs and TFOs in accordance with its BWC
implementation plan.

6.2.

SAs and TFOs who have been issued BWCs by DEA and who have received
BWC training must use DEA-issued BWCs in accordance with this interim
policy.

6.3.

DEA-issued BWCs, all associated equipment and software, and all recordings and
other data produced by DEA's BWC system are the sole property of DOJ and
DEA and exist for the sole use of DOJ and DEA.

6.4.

SAs may possess and use only BWCs owned and issued by DEA. Use of
privately owned BWCs is prohibited.

AUTHORIZATION FOR USE OF PARENT-AGENCY-ISSUED BODY-WORN
CAMERAS BY TASK FORCE OFFICERS
7.1.

TFOs may possess and use only BWCs owned and issued by DEA or their parent
agency.

7.2.

TFOs serving on a DEA task force may utilize BWCs issued by their parent
agency in accordance with DOJ and DEA policies once the parent agency and
DEA execute a BWC Addendum to the DEA Task Force Agreement. The
standard BWC Addendum covers all deputizations of officers employed by the
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parent agency, including those for task forces as well as any case-specific or
emergency deputizations that may occur for the duration of the agreement. An
editable template for the standard BWC Addendum is available on the Policy
P ortaL
7.3.

For case-specific deputizations where there is no underlying task force agreement
and BWC Addendum with the parent agency, DEA and the parent agency must
execute an Agreement for Use of Body-Worn Cameras by Case-Specific Task
Force Officers. See Agents Manual (AM) § 6331.62. An editable template for
the case-specific TFO BWC agreement is available on the Policy Portal.

7.4.

Prior to commencing use of BWCs issued by the parent agency by task force or
case-specific TFOs, the Division should provide the parent agency with the BodyWorn Camera Task Force Officer Agency Checklist, Attachment 1, and request
that the parent agency complete the checklist and return it to DEA. The
information on the completed checklist will assist DEA in identifying and
resolving potential legal, policy, procedural, technical, and security issues that
may result from TFO BWC use. The Division will provide copies of the
completed Checklist to the Office of Chief Counsel/Division Counsel and the
Investigative Support Section (ODS).

7.5.

The following procedures will apply to BWC use by TFOs granted emergency
deputization pursuant to AM § 6331.65:
A. Use of BWCs by TFOs granted emergency deputization must comply with
DOJ and DEA policies.
B. If the TFO's parent agency has already executed a BWC Addendum (which
also covers emergency deputizations), no further action is necessary to
authorize BWC use by TFOs receiving emergency deputization.
C. If the TFO's parent agency has not already executed a BWC Addendum, DEA
and the parent agency should execute a Case-Specific TFO BWC Agreement
if time permits. However, if due to the circumstances requiring emergency
deputization it is not feasible to execute a Case-Specific Agreement, the
emergency deputization may proceed without an Agreement, but will be
documented in the emergency deputization cover memorandum submitted by
the Special Agent in Charge (SAC); see § 7.5(D) below.
D. The emergency deputization cover memorandum submitted by the Special
Agent in Charge (SAC) pursuant to AM § 6331.65(A)(7) will note that the
TFO(s) granted emergency deputization will be using BWCs in accordance
with DOJ and DEA policies.
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8.0

DIRECTIONS FOR BODY-WORN CAMERA USE
8.1.

SAs and TFOs authorized to use BWCs will wear and use them only in
accordance with this interim policy, other applicable DEA policies and
procedures, and training.

8.2.

DEA personnel will not change the settings or functions of a DEA-issued BWC,
or alter the operation of any BWC or attempt to do so unless designated as a
System Administrator and specifically authorized to do so by the SAC of ST or
the SAC's designee in consultation with field division management.

8.3.

DEA personnel will not use any electronic device or any other means to
intentionally interfere with or alter the capability or operation of a BWC or any
component of the BWC system.

8.4.

DEA personnel will not alter or tamper with, delete, damage, or destroy any BWC
or original BWC recording, or attempt to do the same, unless specifically
authorized to do so by DEA policy.

8.5.

Upon discovery of a loss, theft, damage, or destruction of a DEA-issued BWC,
the discovering employee will notify, through the chain of command, the
SAC/Headquarters Office Head (HOH) in accordance with Administrative
Manual, § 0317.21(A), and the Liability Assessment Process in Administrative
Manual, § 0317 will be followed.
A. TFOs will report the loss, theft, damage, or destruction of a parent-agencyissued BWC to their DEA supervisor and to their parent agency.

8.6.

BWC recordings will not replace required reports or other documentation required
by DEA policies and procedures.

8.7.

DEA personnel will not copy BWC recordings, or post BWC recordings to the
Internet, social media sites, or the media, or otherwise disseminate BWC
recordings in any way, unless specifically authorized to do so for official DEA
purposes. See, e.g., §§ 17.0 and 18.0 of this interim policy; AM Subchapter 632,
Dissemination of Information; and Administrative Manual, Subchapter 077,
Freedom of Information Act and Privacy Act.

8.8.

SAs and TFOs may possess and use only BWCs owned and issued by DEA or by
the TFO's parent agency while in a DEA facility or while performing DEA duties.

8.9.

SAs and TFOs will record with BWCs only as authorized and required by this
interim policy.
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9.0

8.10.

BWC recordings of DEA operational, enforcement, or investigative activities are
classified as BWC evidence and will be handled in accordance with this interim
policy.

8.11.

For legal questions pertaining to the use of BWCs by DEA SAs or TF0s, DEA
personnel should consult Division Counsel or the Domestic Criminal Law Section
(CCM).

REQUIRED BODY-WORN CAMERA RECORDING BY SPECIAL AGENTS
AND TASK FORCE OFFICERS
9.1.

SAs and TFOs will wear and activate BWCs for the purpose of recording their
actions in their area of responsibility *(AOR)*during: (1) a pre-planned attempt to
serve an arrest warrant or other pre-planned arrest, including the apprehension of
fugitives sought on state and local warrants; or (2) the execution of a search or
seizure warrant or order.
**Note: The AOR for each of the Phase 1 offices is contained in Appendix D.**
A. For the execution of a search warrant or court order, BWCs should not be
used for:
1. searches of physical property lawfully seized and in government custody
or control (e.g., a vehicle, computer, or mobile phone already in DEA
custody);
2. a search warrant to obtain digital or electronic records executed by a third
party, such as an electronic service provider or custodian of electronic
records;
3. a lawfully authorized "sneak and peek" search warrant (also referred to as
"delayed notice" or "covert entry" search warrant) where the intent is to
surreptitiously enter an unoccupied premises and clandestinely search the
premises in a manner to disguise law enforcement involvement;
4. a delayed notice search warrant or court order authorizing surreptitious
entry a premises to install video and/or audio, surveillance equipment; or,

aMi
9.2.

The requirement to use BWCs applies to all participation in pre-planned attempts
to serve an arrest warrant or other pre-planned arrests and the execution of search
or seizure warrants or orders regardless of whether it is a federal, state, or local
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case, warrant, or order, and regardless of whether DEA is the lead agency or
assisting another law enforcement agency.

10.0

9.3.

SAs and TFOs will affix their BWCs to their ballistic vest or other outermost
garment on their torso or other designated location (e.g., helmet) so that BWC is
unobstructed and placed in accordance with training.

9.4.

SAs and TFOs will place their Axon BWCs in the Ready (Buffering) mode (or
equivalent mode if using a non-Axon BWC issued by a parent agency) prior to
arrival at the scene of the operation.

9.5.

SAs and TFOs will activate their Axon BWCs to Recording (Event) mode (or
equivalent mode if using a non-Axon BWC issued by a parent agency) upon
approaching a subject or premises. SAs and TFOs must deactivate their BWCs
(i.e., place the BWC in the Ready (Buffering) or equivalent mode) when the scene
is secured as determined by the SSA/TFO on the scene. While on the scene of an
arrest and during prisoner transports from the scene of an arrest, SAs and TFOs
must continue to wear the BWC and leave it in the Ready (Buffering) or
equivalent mode.

9.6.

If the SA or TFO becomes aware that the BWC was not activated, or was
accidentally or inadvertently deactivated during an event being recorded, they
must activate the BWC as soon as it is safe and practical to do so.

9.7.

If relieved from the scene prior to it being secured, SAs and TFOs will end BWC
recording when they leave the scene.

9.8.

If while wearing a BWC pursuant to this policy an SA or TFO is confronted with
an individual who is uncooperative, violent, or assaultive in a manner that in the
SA's or TFO's judgement, consistent with their training and experience, will or
could result the use of physical force or deadly force, or other exigent
circumstances arise that could lead to a use of physical force or deadly force, the
SA or TFO must activate and record with their BWC as soon as it is safe and
practical to do so. SAs and TFOs should not compromise their safety or the
safety of other persons to record an incident.

LIMITATIONS AND EXCEPTIONS TO BODY-WORN CAMERA RECORDING
10.1.

SAs and TFOs will strictly adhere to the following limitations and exceptions on
use of BWCs:
A. SAs and TFOs are prohibited from intentionally recording the following
unless unavoidable to comply with the recording requirements of this policy:
(1) undercover (UC) activities or when working in an UC or covert status on
behalf of DEA; (2) confidential informants or confidential sources; (3) on-
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scene witness interviews prior to or after the operation; (4) on-scene actions
by any non-law enforcement persons who are assisting law enforcement
personnel prior to or after the operation.
B. SAs and TFOs are prohibited from activating their BWC in a sensitive area in
a DEA facility as designated by the SAC or SAC's designee.
C. SAs will not record with BWCs in any other circumstances, including but not
limited to: (1) internal DEA conversations either openly or surreptitiously,
including conversations among SAs, TFOs, or other DEA personnel; (2)
conversations between supervisors and subordinates, or conversations relating
to personnel matters including but not limited to performance evaluations,
discipline, or counseling; (3) while in a locker room or restroom in a DEA
facility, or while using any restroom; (4) while attending internal DEA
meetings, other law enforcement meetings, or meetings with prosecutors; (5)
strip searches or body cavity searches (See AM § 6641.23(H)-(I)); and, (6)
operational briefings or other meetings or discussing investigations, tactics, or
procedures.
NOTE: The prohibition on recording conversations does not include
communications taking place during the execution of (1) a pre-planned
attempt to serve an arrest warrant or other pre-planned arrest, including the
apprehension of fugitives sought on state and local warrants; or (2) the
execution of a search or seizure warrant or order.

D. If an SA or TFO unintentionally or unavoidably records prohibited activities
or persons, or records in prohibited locations, a System Administrator will
restrict access to the BWC recording, and it will be reviewed and redacted
pursuant to DEA policy prior to dissemination or release. See AM § 6329 for
general guidance on redactions.
11.0

BODY-WORN CAMERA PROCEDURES

11.1.

SAs and TFOs using BWCs and other DEA personnel will follow all DEA
policies and procedures applicable to the operation or activity that will be
recorded. See, e.g., AM § 6641, Arrests; § 6651.2, Search Warrants. In addition,
the following procedures are required.

11.2.

SAs and TFOs will safeguard their BWCs and keep them charged and available
for use.

11.3.

Whenever an SA or TFO determines an assigned BWC is malfunctioning or
otherwise inoperable, the SA or TFO will arrange to get a replacement BWC, as
soon as possible.
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12.0

11.4.

SAs and TFOs will check their assigned BWCs prior to an operation to ensure
they are working properly. If not, the SA or TFO will replace the BWC before
the operation commences if authorized to do so by a supervisor. In the event the
BWC is inoperable due to a technical problem or physical damage and a
replacement BWC is not readily available, the SA or TFO will immediately notify
the supervisor. If in the judgement of the supervisor, delaying the operation to
replace or repair the BWC is not practical or would impair the operation, the
supervisor may authorize the SA or TFO to participate in the operation without
using a BWC. In such cases, the SA or TFO will document in a DEA-6 Form,
Report of Investigation (DEA-6), the reason a BWC was not used and the identity
of the supervisor who authorized the SA or TFO to participate in the operation
without a functioning BWC.

11.5.

Operational plans will note when DEA BWC recording is required, and identify
participating SAs and TFOs who will possess and use BWCs for the operation.

11.6.

During pre-operation briefings, supervisors will remind SAs and TFOs required to
use BWCs to record and to cease recording in accordance with this interim policy.

11.7.

Supervisors will ensure that law enforcement personnel and other first responders
participating in the operation (including DEA and non-DEA personnel) are
informed that DEA BWCs will record the operation.

11.8.

SAs and TFOs will activate their BWCs and record operations and cease
recording as required by this interim policy.

11.9.

The supervisor on scene will check and ensure that SAs and TFOs with BWCs
have stopped recording as required.

ACCESS TO BODY-WORN CAMERA RECORDINGS

Subject to the restrictions in this interim policy, DEA personnel may access and view
BWC recordings only for official DEA business, including assisting in accurate report
writing and preparing for testimony. NOTE: The purpose of using BWC recordings in
preparing DEA-6 forms, other DEA reports, and preparing for testimony is to maximize
the accuracy of the report or testimony, not to replace independent recollection and
perception of an event.
13.0

UPLOADING, CATEGORIES, AND TAGGING BODY-WORN CAMERA
RECORDINGS

13.1.

BWC recordings of operational, enforcement, or investigative activities are
classified as BWC evidence. BWCs containing BWC evidence must be
safeguarded and kept secure in a DEA office or in the possession of the assigned
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SA or TFO. BWCs containing BWC evidence will not be stored in an unattended
vehicle.
13.2.

BWC Recordings from DEA-Issued BWCs.
A. Upon completion of the operation, SAs and TF0s, or another assigned DEA
employee, must upload BWC recordings to the Axon Cloud and tag them no
later than 72 hours after the recorded event unless, due to compelling
circumstances, an Assistant Special Agent in Charge (ASAC) authorizes
additional time. If an ASAC authorizes additional time, the ASAC will ensure
that the recordings are uploaded and tagged as soon as possible.
B. If BWCs are turned over to another SA/TFO or other DEA employee to be
uploaded and tagged, the transfer and uploading will be documented in a
DEA-6.

13.3.

TFO BWC Recordings from Parent-Agency-Issued BWCs.
A. The TFO's parent agency will promptly provide full, un-redacted copies of
TFO BWC recordings to DEA, with no exceptions. The preferred method to
receive the recording from the TFO's parent agency is by authorized upload
method to DEA's Axon cloud, which is currently available through
evidence.com. If the parent agency is unable to provide TFO BWC
recordings using this method, or other technical issues arise regarding copies
of TFO BWC recordings from parent-agency-issued BWCs, DEA and the
parent agency, in consultation with DEA's Office of Investigative
Technology, Audio / Video Unit (STVS), will determine an alternative
solution.
B. Upon request by DEA, the parent agency will provide DEA with copies of
TFO BWC recordings that qualify as a "duplicate" under Fed. R. Evid.
1001(e).

13.4.

SAs and TFOs will apply the correct Primary Category as set forth in Appendix B
for their assigned BWC.

13.5.

In the event an SA or TFO is injured or otherwise unable to upload and tag BWC
recordings, the SA's or TFO's supervisor is responsible to upload and tag the
recordings, or arrange for it to be done.

13.6.

Secondary Categories will be applied to BWC recordings as appropriate by the
personnel designated in Appendix B.
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14.0

15.0

REPORTING USE OF BODY-WORN CAMERAS

14.1.

SAs and TFOs using BWCs will follow standard DEA reporting and
documentation policies and procedures. In addition, case agents will list the SAs
and TFOs using BWCs in a DEA-6.

14.2.

If an SA or TFO is required by DEA or a parent agency to use a BWC while
performing DEA duties, and the SA or TFO does not use a BWC, or does not
fully record the activity with a BWC as required, the SA or TFO will submit a
DEA-6 explaining the reasons for this.

14.3.

Subject to the restrictions in § 15.0 of this interim policy regarding shooting
incidents and other critical incidents, DEA personnel may make duplicate
working copies of DEA BWC recordings on removable media only for official
DEA purposes and in accordance with DEA policies governing use of removable
media. In making duplicates, the entire original recording will be duplicated,
even if a portion is unintelligible. The duplicate will be identified in the same
manner as the original, with the additional notation "DUPLICATE." Duplicate
discs or other removable media containing DEA BWC recordings will be
password-protected if possible and stored under lock and key or otherwise
securely stored when not in actual use.

14.4.

Case agents and supervisors will ensure that prosecutors assigned to a case
involving DEA BWC recordings are fully informed of the existence of the
recordings, as soon as possible. DEA personnel will assist in providing the
recordings to the prosecutor in accordance with this interim policy and local
protocols.

14.5.

Supervisors completing DEA-485 Forms (Reporting of Shooting/Use of Force)
will provide information regarding any BWCs involved in the incident in the
appropriate section of the DEA-485. See AM § 6114.9, Preparation of the DEA485 (Report of Shooting/Use of Force) and National Use-of-Force, Data
Collection and Submission to the Inspections Division.

BODY-WORN CAMERA PROCEDURES FOR SHOOTING INCIDENTS AND
OTHER CRITICAL INCIDENTS

15.1.

DEA personnel will follow all standard DEA policies and procedures for shooting
incidents, physical assaults, and other critical incidents involving serious bodily
injury or death. See AM § 6114. The following additional procedures are also
required.

15.2.

As soon as the scene is rendered safe and under control, an SSA/TFO or senior
SA at the scene who was not a direct participant will perform the following
duties.
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A. Identify which, if any, of the involved and witness SAs and/or TFOs have a
BWC.
B. Take possession of BWCs from SAs and TFOs who are involved in or witness
the incident as soon as possible, and ensure they are no longer recording.
NOTE: In some cases, it may be necessary to deviate from this procedure.
For example, if the BWC was knocked off the SA/TFO during the incident, or
if it may have physical or trace evidence (e.g., fingerprints, blood, DNA), a
different procedure may be required. In such cases, the BWC should be
photographed in place before removal from the scene, or it may have to be
handled and packaged in a manner to preserve any physical/trace evidence
and processed by a qualified crime laboratory. Supervisors should consult
with the responding crime scene personnel to determine the best method of
collecting and packaging the BWC, and obtaining the recording in a manner
that will preserve its evidentiary integrity.
C. DEA personnel will not surrender DEA-issued BWCs directly to any nonDEA investigative authority. The SAC (or designee) and the Deputy Chief
Inspector, Office of Inspections, (DCI-IN) (or designee) will coordinate
providing DEA BWC recordings to non-DEA investigative authorities.
D. Maintain possession of the DEA-issued BWC(s) until turned over to another
DEA employee or secured in accordance with § 15.4 of this interim policy.
E. Turn over parent-agency-issued BWCs to a parent agency supervisor. DEA
will arrange to obtain copies of the BWC recordings from the parent agency in
accordance with local protocol
F. Document in a DEA-6 the following information: (1) identity of the SA(s) and
TFO(s) from whom a BWC was taken; (2) serial number(s) of the BWC(s)
taken; (3) date, time, and location the supervisor took possession of the
BWC(s); and, (4) if applicable, the identity of the DEA employee or parent
agency supervisor who took possession of the BWCs from the supervisor, and
the date, time, and location this occurred.
G. Ensure that an SA or TFO responds to the hospital to retrieve any DEA-issued
BWC assigned to an injured SA or TFO who has been removed from the
scene for medical treatment. The SA or TFO who retrieves the BWC will turn
the BWC over to an uninvolved SSA and document in a DEA-6 the
information listed above in § 15.E.
H. Determine the urgency of retrieving BWC recordings from the BWC(s). If
deemed urgent, the supervisor will arrange to retrieve the recordings as soon
as possible. For example, if an unknown subject injures an SA, TFO, or other
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person, or a potentially dangerous subject is at large, it may be imperative to
retrieve BWC recordings as soon as possible to: (1) identify the perpetrator(s)
and/or accomplices; (2) determine the type of weapon(s) involved; (3) identify
witnesses; and, (4) identify other important information (e.g., description of
suspect vehicle, direction of escape).
15.3.

The supervisor retrieving DEA-issued BWCs or other assigned DEA employee
will tag and upload the BWC recordings into DEA's Axon BWC system as soon
as possible.
NOTE: the permissible 72-hour period to upload BWC recordings from DEAissued BWCs (see § 13.2.A) does not apply to BWC recordings involving
shooting incidents or other critical incidents. DEA personnel must upload BWC
recordings involving shooting incidents or other critical incidents to DEA's Axon
Cloud as soon as possible.

15.4.

After the BWC recordings from a DEA-issued BWC are uploaded, the supervisor
or other assigned DEA employee will temporarily secure the BWC in supervisor's
safe (GS-14 or above), and document it on DEA-12, Receipt for Cash or Other
Items. The BWC will be temporarily secured in the supervisor's safe for up to ten
days until 1N completes its initial review of the BWC recording(s). Within ten
days, IN will notify the Division to either release the BWC for continued use, or
secure the BWC in non-drug evidence until further notice (e.g., to be held for
technical examination).
A. All personnel involved in the transfer or securing of DEA-issued BWCs will
ensure a documented chain of custody. A DEA-6 will be completed to
document the transfer, safekeeping, and/or processing of BWCs secured as
non-drug evidence. Copies of the chain of custody (DEA-12s) must be
attached to the electronic file in IMPACT.
B. If the original supervisor maintaining custody of the BWC has scheduled
leave or will otherwise be unavailable to remove the BWC from temporary
storage, he/she will transfer the BWC's to another supervisor via a DEA-12
for safekeeping and to ensure it is accessible if needed.

15.5.

The responding ASAC or designee will determine whether BWC recordings by
DEA SAs/TFOs or from other agencies exist, and include this information in their
notification to the SAC. See AM § 6114.42(C). The ASAC will ensure that the
Division Counsel and the United States Attorney's Office (USAO) are notified as
soon as possible that there are DEA or other BWC recordings of the incident.

15.6.

When notifying the Headquarters (HQS) Command Center of a shooting or other
reportable incident pursuant to AM § 6114.42(D), the SAC or designee will
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include in the notification information regarding any DEA or other BWC
recordings known to exist. When making written notification of the incident to
DEA HQS, the SAC or designee will include information about any known
SAJTFO BWC recordings as well as any other known BWC or other video or
audio recordings of the incident. See AM § 6114.51(H)(12).
15.7.

The DCI-IN or designee will tag the BWC recordings with the "Critical Incident"
secondary category, which will restrict access to the recordings as determined by
IN.

15.8.

Access to BWC Recordings by SAs and TFOs involved in shooting incidents or
other critical incidents will be authorized as follows:
A. Upon authorization from DCI-IN or their designee, DEA SAs and TFOs who
are involved in or witness a shooting incident or other critical incident while
using a DEA-issued BWC may view their own BWC recording(s) from that
incident.
B. TFOs involved in or witnessing a shooting incident or other critical incident
while using a BWC issued by their parent agency may view their own BWC
recordings in accordance with parent agency policy.

15.9.

Upon being notified of a shooting or other critical incident that involves BWC
recordings, the DCI-IN or their designee will coordinate with field division
management to access the recordings as quickly as possible. See AM §
6114.51(D). In making further notifications to HQS, DOJ's Office of the
Inspector General (OIG), and DOJ's Criminal Section of the Civil Rights Division
as required by Planning and Inspection Manual (PIM) § 8231.3(D), the DCI-IN
will include available information about any known BWC recordings. See AM §
6114.51(E).

15.10. The IN Critical Incident Team (CIT) (AM § 6114.82(C)), or the SSA to whom
authority to conduct the investigation has been delegated (AM § 6114.85), will be
given direct access to BWC recordings and will utiliw; them as appropriate in the
investigation of the incident. The CIT or SSA will include labeled copies of any
relevant DEA BWC recordings in the critical incident Report Package; see PIM §
8233.62, Preparation and Submission of Report Package.
15.11. CC, including Division Counsel, will have access to DEA BWC recordings
involving shooting incidents and other critical incidents and assist with any legal
issues that arise regarding them.
15.12. In making the determination whether IN will conduct an investigation when death
or serious bodily injury results from the use of a LTL device pursuant to AM §
6114.9(B), the DCI-IN will obtain and review any DEA or other available BWC
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recordings associated with the incident. If an investigation is conducted, IN will
utilize the BWC recordings as appropriate, and include labeled copies of the
recordings in the Report Package.
16.0

17.0

OFFICE OF PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITY
16.1.

DEA personnel assigned to the Office of Professional Responsibility (OPR) will
be given direct access to the DEA BWC system and are authorized to access and
copy BWC recordings as needed to perform their duties.

16.2.

OPR personnel will be given administrative rights to restrict access to BWC
recordings as OPR deems necessary to perform its duties.

16.3.

The Deputy Chief Inspector, Office of Professional Responsibility (DCI-OPR) or
their designee will issue directions regarding securing and restricting access to
DEA BWC recordings relating to OPR investigations. The DCI-OPR or designee
must authorize any access to BWC recordings related to an OPR investigation.

16.4.

OPR will include labeled copies of relevant BWC recordings in its case file.

DISSEMINATION AND REDACTION OF BODY-WORN CAMERA
RECORDINGS FROM DEA-ISSUED BODY-WORN CAMERAS
17.1.

All BWC recordings from DEA-issued BWCs, including such recordings retained
in the possession of any third party engaged by DEA to store or process BWC
recordings are federal records of DOJ and DEA pursuant to the Federal Records
Act. DEA BWC recordings are controlled by and the property of DOJ and DEA,
and cannot be disseminated without the permission of DEA or DOJ as
appropriate.

17.2.

DEA BWC recordings constitute investigative information. DEA personnel will
follow all applicable established procedures including redaction for dissemination
of investigative information relative to DEA BWC recordings. See AM
Subchapter 632, Dissemination of Information.

17.3.

Only DEA personnel who have been trained in the use of the Axon redaction
software will redact DEA BWC recordings. See § 5.2.

17.4.

During the course of an investigation of a controlled substance-related offense,
and prior to the arrest of target(s), or filing of a criminal complaint or indictment,
DEA personnel may disclose un-redacted recordings that will be subject to later
redaction to a federal or state prosecutor subject to the following:
A. Any portions of the DEA BWC recording (video, audio, and/or metadata) that
would reasonably be expected to identify a confidential source or UC LEO
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will be redacted prior to disclosure to the prosecutor. See AM § 6329 for
general guidance on redactions. The redactions will be made whether the
prosecutor is using the documents for their own use or for release under the
Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure (e.g., Rule 16, the Jencks Act, Brady,
and Giglio) or other local court rules among other discovery requirements.
B. DEA will maintain ownership and control over un-redacted BWC recordings
from DEA-issued BWCs.
C. All removable media containing un-redacted DEA BWC recordings must be
marked "DEA Sensitive - Prosecution Copy - Not for Dissemination or
Discovery."

18.0

17.5.

The disclosure of un-redacted DEA BWC recordings in legal proceedings not
involving a controlled substance offense is governed by 28 C.F.R. Part 16. Any
such disclosure requires the prior approval of the appropriate USAO, in addition
to the authorization of the SAC, A/SAC, ASAC, RD, Assistant Regional Director,
or HOH, after consultation with CC. See AM § 6329.32(B).

17.6.

DEA may make un-redacted DEA BWC recordings available for review by a
federal or state judge upon their request; however, court orders to disclose unredacted recordings to parties outside DEA, and motions seeking such orders,
must be submitted to the SAC, A/SAC, or ASAC prior to disclosure of the unredacted recordings. The SAC, A/SAC, or ASAC will consult with CC to
determine whether the potential harm of disclosure is outweighed by the
importance of the underlying federal or state criminal prosecution. See AM §
6329.32(C).

PUBLIC RELEASE OF BODY-WORN CAMERA RECORDINGS FROM DEAISSUED BODY-WORN CAMERAS

18.1.

Except as set forth below in §18.2, requests for public release of DEA BWC
recordings will be handled in accordance with Administrative Manual, Subchapter
077, Freedom of Information Act and Privacy Act. The Freedom of Information
and Privacy Act Section (FSR) will process requests for release in accordance
with its standard procedures.

18.2.

Expedited Public Release of BWC Recordings from DEA-Issued BWCs
Involving Serious Bodily Injury or Death
A. DEA will publicly release all requested BWC recording(s) that depict an
incident resulting in the serious bodily injury or death of another, unless there
exist specific and compelling grounds to justify withholding, which cannot be
resolved by redaction, partial withholding, or other means. Such BWC
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recording(s) may only be withheld upon a written documentation by the
Administrator of that justification.
1. The DCI-IN will consult CC if there is any question as to whether any
injury resulting from the recorded event constitutes "serious bodily
injury."
B. There is a presumption that DEA review, redact, and release all requested
BWC recording(s) that depict an incident resulting in the serious bodily injury
or death of another as soon as practical If DEA determines that exigent
circumstances, including the need to maintain public safety or preserve the
peace, necessitate accelerating the release timeline, DEA will devote all
necessary resources to review, redact, and publicly release the BWC
recording(s) at the earliest possible time, no later than 72 hours from the
determination of exigent circumstances. Exceptions will be exceedingly rare
and must be personally approved by the Administrator upon a finding of
compelling circumstances.
C. The following procedure for expedited public release will apply:
1. The DEA office receiving a request for release of the BWC recording(s)
will immediately notify the following: the Office of the Administrator,
Office of the Deputy Administrator, SAC of the division where the event
occurred; the Chief Inspector (IG) DCI-IN; OC; Deputy Chief of
Operations, Office of Domestic Operations (OD); CC; Division Counsel;
and the Office of Congressional and Public Affairs (CP).
NOTE: If OPR has assumed responsibility for the investigation of the
incident (AM § 6114.83; PIM § 8233.1(E)), the DCI-OPR will assume
the role and responsibilities in this section otherwise assigned to the DCIIN.
2. The DCI-IN will coordinate an expedited review of the BWC recording(s)
to determine whether public release of such BWC recordings is
appropriate and what redactions are required prior to the release. In
making this assessment, the DCI-IN (or designee) will consult with the
SAC, IG, OC, OD, CC, CP, the USAO, the parent agency of any TFOs
involved in the incident, any other law enforcement agency with involved
personnel, and the investigating state or local agency.
3. The DCI-IN (or designee) will coordinate the redaction of the BWC
recordings with the SAC (or designee) and CC.
4. Upon completion of the review and consultation process, the DCI-IN will
approve the request for public release of the redacted recording(s), unless,
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in consultation with the SAC and CC, the DCI-IN believes that there are
specific and compelling grounds justifying denial of the request that
cannot be resolved by redaction, withholding portions of the BWC
recording(s), or other means. In such cases, the DCI-IN will forward a
written recommendation and justification to deny release through the
chain-of-command to the Administrator for a final decision. If the
Administrator determines there are specific and compelling grounds to
justify withholding, which cannot be resolved by redaction, partial
withholding, or other means, the Administrator will issue a written
decision and justification to deny release. The Administrator's written
justification will be included in IN's critical incident report package; see
PIM § 8233.62, Preparation and Submission of Report Package.
D. If DEA determines that exigent circumstances, including the need to maintain
public safety or preserve the peace, necessitate accelerating the release
timeline, DEA will devote all necessary resources to review, redact, and
publicly release the BWC recording(s) at the earliest possible time, no later
than 72 hours from the determination of exigent circumstances. Exceptions
will be exceedingly rare and must be personally approved in writing by the
Administrator upon a finding of compelling circumstances. The
Administrator's written approval to exceed 72 hours will be included in IN's
critical incident report package; see PIM § 8233.62, Preparation and
Submission of Report Package.
E. If the request for public release is granted, the DC-IN will consult and
coordinate the timing and manner of release with OC, OD, CC, CP, the SAC,
the USAO, and other involved law enforcement agencies. IN will provide the
version of the recording(s) that will be released to DEA HQS officials as
needed (e.g., A, AD, OC, OD, IG, CC, and CP).
F. CP will coordinate DEA's response to the public release or denial with the
Division Public Information Officer (PIO) as needed.
19.0

DISSEMINATION, REDACTION, AND PUBLIC RELEASE OF TASK FORCE
OFFICER BODY-WORN CAMERA RECORDINGS FROM PARENT-AGENCYISSUED BODY-WORN CAMERAS

19.1.

The following applies to all TFO BWC recordings made with parent-agencyissued BWCs:
A. TFO BWC recordings are federal records and shall be retained and
disseminated in accordance with all applicable federal laws, policies, and
procedures including the Federal Records Act, Freedom of Information Act,
and/or the Privacy Act.
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B. In all circumstances, TFO BWC recordings shall be treated as law
enforcement sensitive information, the premature disclosure of which could
reasonably be expected to interfere with enforcement proceedings, and as
potential evidence in a federal investigation subject to applicable federal laws,
rules, and policy concerning disclosure or dissemination (including but not
limited to 28 C.F.R. Ch. 1, Pt. 16, Subpart B ("Touhy Regulations")); and
therefore deemed privileged absent appropriate redaction prior to disclosure or
dissemination.
C. TFO BWC recordings will be redacted in accordance with DEA policy prior
to public release or other dissemination outside the parent agency. See AM §
6329 for general guidance on redactions.
D. The TFO's parent agency is authorized to use TFO BWC recordings for
internal investigations of its personnel consistent with the parent agency's
policies and procedures, but may not disseminate the BWC recording outside
the parent agency or for public release without the written permission of the
Department. The parent agency shall provide written notification to the DEA
prior to any internal review.
19.2.

Expedited Public Release of BWC Recordings from Parent-Agency-Issued
BWCs.
A. DEA will work to expedite the public release of BWC recordings depicting
conduct resulting in serious bodily injury or death of another consistent with
DOJ and DEA policies and subject to any redactions as appropriate.
B. If TFO BWC recording(s) depict conduct committed solely by a TFO
resulting in serious bodily injury or death of another, the parent agency shall
notify DEA if it plans to publicly release the recording(s). Following the
notification, the parent agency may immediately release the recording(s) with
any redactions as appropriate, giving as much advance notice as possible to
DEA as to the time and manner of its release. Following the notification, the
parent agency may release such recording(s), subject to any redactions as
appropriate. The parent agency's notification to DEA shall be made to the
SAC. The SAC will provide further notifications within DEA as appropriate.
C. The SAC will initiate immediate notification of the public release within DEA
through the chain-of-command in accordance with standard procedures.
Notifications will include the Office of the Administrator, the Office of
Deputy Administrator, OC, OD, IG, DCI-IN, CC, and CP. The SAC or
designee will obtain a copy of the TFO BWC recording(s) to be released and
provide it to the listed HQS offices and officials prior to public release if
possible.
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D. CP will coordinate DEA's response to the public release with the Division
PIO, as needed.
20.0

USE OF BODY-WORN CAMERAS BY NON-DEPUTIZED STATE AND LOCAL
OFFICERS ASSISTING DEA

20.1.

Many state and local law enforcement agencies have instituted policies requiring
their sworn members to wear BWCs when interacting with the public in the
performance of their duties. DEA frequently requests assistance from state and
local law enforcement agencies in joint investigations and enforcement
operations, including but not limited to perimeter security and specialized tactical
teams. If non-deputized state and local officers are required to wear BWCs by
their employing agencies, and are assisting DEA in an enforcement operation, a
BWC worn by one of these officers may record a statement or capture an event
occurring constituting evidence that is relevant to a subsequent prosecution,
including information or evidence that could be relevant to the defense. DEA
must ensure that BWC use by non-deputized state and local officers assisting
DEA is documented, and the appropriate prosecutor is informed of BWC
evidence in order to meet disclosure obligations.

20.2.

DEA personnel will not order, direct, or request non-deputized state or local law
enforcement officers assisting DEA to turn off or not use their BWCs as required
by their employing agency's policies.

20.3.

Appropriate planning should anticipate and address concerns about the use and
wear of BWCs by state and local law enforcement officers assisting DEA.
Special care must be taken to ensure (1) UC personnel; (2) confidential
informants or confidential sources; (3) on-scene witness interviews prior to or
after the operation; and (4) on-scene actions by any non-law enforcement persons
who are assisting law enforcement personnel prior to or after the operation are not
recorded to the fullest extent possible.

20.4.

Prosecutors are charged with knowing what information members of the
prosecution team possess. Typically, the prosecution team includes all law
enforcement personnel who participated in any aspect of the investigation or
prosecution (including arrests and searches). To ensure that BWC recordings
containing potentially relevant information are preserved and are available for
review, the following procedures will be followed:
A. Before utilizing the assistance of local or state officers in a DEA enforcement
operation, the Group Supervisor (GS), Temporary or Acting GS, or the onscene SSA/TFO will determine if any of the assisting state or local officers
will be using a BWC during the enforcement operation. Any use of a BWC
will be documented in the appropriate field of the DEA operational plan.
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B. After the operation, the case agent will submit a DEA-6 that identifies the
non-deputized state or local officer(s) (by name and agency) who used a
BWC.
C. The case agent(s) will inform the Federal or state prosecutor as quickly as
possible that BWC recording(s) exist from state or local law enforcement
officer(s), either in writing or by production of the DEA-6 documenting such
use. The case agent(s) will also advise the prosecutor that they may obtain a
copy of the BWC recording(s) from the local or state law enforcement agency
by making a request directly to the agency.
D. If a DEA employee obtains a copy of the BWC recording(s), the DEA
employee will upload and tag the recording in DEA's Axon cloud in
accordance with this interim policy or secure the copy as nondrug evidence
following the procedures in Agents Manual Section 6681.
20.5.

The case agent(s) will coordinate with the prosecutor and the assisting state or
local agency to ensure that any necessary redactions (e.g., UC personnel;
confidential informants or confidential sources; on-scene witness interviews prior
to or after the operation; personnel using specialized or sensitive investigative
techniques or equipment; or on-scene actions by any non-law enforcement
persons who are assisting law enforcement personnel prior to or after the
operation) are made before BWC recordings are provided to the defense or
otherwise disseminated or released.

20.6.

For guidance on legal issues pertaining to use of BWCs by non-deputized state
and local officers assisting DEA, DEA personnel should consult Division Counsel
or CCM.
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APPENDIX B
BWC Tagging Categories
Primary Categories
Category

Definition

Tagging Responsibility

Se arc h Warrant / Seizure
0 ale r — No Knock

Execution of no-knock search
warrant or seizure order
(includes arrests made during
search warrant execution).

SA/TFO using the BWC or
other assigned DEA
personnel

Se arch Warrant / Seizure
Order—Knock & Announce

Execution of knock-andannounce search warrant or
seizure order (includes arrests
made during search warrant
execution).

SA/TFO using the BWC or
other assigned DEA
personnel

Arrest / Arrest Warrant

Any arrest warrant or other
arrest recorded by a BWC not
part of search warrant execution.

SA/TFO using the BWC or
other assigned DEA
personnel

Planned Activity Did Not
Occur

BWCs activated in anticipation
of an enforcement activity or
operation (e.g., search warrant,
arrest) that did not occur, e.g.,
the arrest target did not appear.

SA/TFO using the BWC or
other assigned DEA
personnel

Detention/Stop Without
Arrest

Last Update 5/27/22 D45-411

Detention of a person or vehicle
stop when no arrest occurs.

SA/TFO using the BWC or
other assigned DEA
personnel
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Any BWC evidence not covered by
one of the above categories.
Other Evidence

Add brief explanation describing
the activity recorded.

SA/TFO using the BWC or
other assigned DEA
personnel.

DO NOT USE WITH ANY
OTHER CATEGORY.
Non-evidentiary BWC recording
resulting from an inadvertent or
accidental activation of the
BWC (e.g., in a DEA office).
Inadvertent Activatio n (none V ide nce)

Training

MAY NOTBE USED FOR
ACCIDENTAL
ACTIVATION AT THE
SCENE OF AN OPERATION
OR ENFORCEMENT
ACTIVITY, OR IN THE
PRESENCE OF A
PRISONER.
BWC recordings made to
facilitate training activities.

SA/TFO using the BWC or
other assigned DEA
personnel.

SA/TFO using the BWC or
other assigned DEA
personnel

Secondary Categories
Category

Critical Incidents
(Restricted Access)
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Definition

See Agents Manual (AM)
6114.2(F).

Tagging
Responsibility
Office of Inspections (IN):
IN will apply this category
when the DCI-IN determines
an incident will be classified
as a "critical incident." See
AM, & 6114.52.
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BWC recordings relating to an
OPR investigation.

Office of Professional
Responsibility (OPR): OPR
may apply this category
when it identifies BWC
recordings relating to OPR
investigations.

Le gal Hold

BWC recordings relating to
claims, litigation, or other legal
proceedings, and other matters
determined by CC.

System Administrator upon
request of CC.

Congressional and Public
Affairs Hold

BWC recordings related to news
media/press releases and
congressional inquiries.

System Administrator upon
request of CP.

FOIA

BWC recordings related to a
FOIA request.

FSR

Privacy Act

BWC recordings related to a
Privacy Act request.

F SR

OPR Referrals
(Restricted Access)

*Revision
**Addition
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Appendix C
Acronyms
ADC
A/SAC
AM
ASAC
BWC
CC
CCM
CIT
CP
CS
DCI-IN
DCI-OPR
DEA
FSR
GS
HOH
H S
DOJ
IG
IN
LEO
LTL
OC
OD
OIG
OM
OPR
PIM
PIO
RD
SA
SAC
SES
SOP
SSA
SSA/TFO
ST
TFO
UC
USA°
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Office of Compliance
Associate Special Agent in Charge
DEA Agents Manual
Assistant Special Agent in Charge
Body-Worn Camera
Office of Chief Counsel
Domestic Criminal Law Section
Critical Incident Team
Office of Congressional and Public Affairs
Confidential Source
Deputy Chief Inspector, Office of Inspections
Deputy Chief Inspector, Office of
Professional Responsibility
Drug Enforcement Administration
Freedom of Information and Privacy Act
Section, Office of Administration
Group Supervisor
Headquarters Office Head
Headquarters
Department of Justice
Chief Inspector, Inspection Division
Office of Inspections
Law Enforcement Officer
Less-than-Lethal
Chief of Operations
Deputy Chief of Operations, Domestic
DOJ's Office of the Inspector General
Office of Operations Management
Office of Professional Responsibility
Planning and Inspection Manual
Public Information Officer
Regional Director
Special Agent
Special Agent in Charge
Senior Executive Service
Standard Operating Procedure
Supervisory Special Agent
Supervisory Special Agent/Task Force Officer
Office of Investigative Technology
Task Force Officer
Undercover
United States Attorney's Office
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Appendix D
Body Worn Camera Program
Phase 1 Offices Areas of Responsibility (AOR)
San Diego gielit Division Offic

Washington Division Office

Cincinnati District Office

San Antonio District Office
Reagan County, TX
Mon County, TX
Tom Green County, TX
Concho County, TX

San Diego County, CA

Hamilton County, OH

McCulloch County, TX

Butler County, OH

Schleicher County, TX

Clinton County, OH

Menard County, TX

Charles County, MD

Clermont County, OH

Sutton County, TX

Calvert County, MD

Brown County, OH

Kimble County, TX

Montgomery County, MD

Adams County, OH

Mason County, TX

Prince George's County, MD

Scioto County, OH

Gillespie County, TX

St. Mary's County, MD

Lawrence County, OH

Kerr County, TX

Arlington County, VA

Highland County, OH

Real County, TX

Fairfax County, VA

Pike County, OH

Bandera County, TX

Loudoun County, VA

Jackson County, OH

Kendall County, TX

Prince William County, VA

Boone County, KY

Coma! County, TX

Kenton County, KY

Bexar County, TX

Campbell County, KY

Medina County, TX
Frio County, TX
Guadalupe County, TX
Gonzales County, TX
Wilson County, TX
Atascosa County, TX
Karnes County, TX

City of Alexandria, VA
City of Fairfax, VA
City of Falls Church, VA
City of Manassas, VA
City of Manassas Park, VA

District of Columbia (DC)

